Care instructions.

Dekopan/Dekopan plus for balcony and façade profiles

Dekopan/Dekopan plus balcony and façade profiles require no special maintenance or care to remain fit for use. A matte appearance similar to wood sets in over time, lending the WERZALIT surface a natural look.

Dekopan

For Dekopan wood decor surfaces, the surface can be cleaned with a scouring cream (e.g. Cif®). Apply the scouring cream to a household sponge (fine side) and rub the entire surface of the profiles evenly, applying light pressure. After rinsing with clean water, the profiles will look almost as before.

In event of soiling by paint or adhesive, universal thinner or nitrocellulose thinner can be used. Special care instructions can be requested for very old profiles and special cases (e.g. algae growth). A machine may be used for cleaning large surfaces.

Please direct any questions to our customer service department: kundendienst@werzalit.com.

Polish treatment

If desired, the surface can be preserved with our WERZALIT polish after cleaning. Follow the application instructions precisely.

Older façades that can only be cleaned by assembling scaffolding should not be treated with WERZALIT polish because subsequent coating with Colorpan acrylic would no longer be possible.

Dekopan plus

Clean only with typical non-abrasive household cleaners and a soft brush. Moisturising washing-up liquid, such as Fairy®, may not be used. Suitable products include vinegar-based cleaning agents without tensides. Rinse with clean water after cleaning.

Subsequent preservation with our WERZALIT polish is not recommended or necessary for Dekopan Plus (painted surface).

More information available at: www.werzalit.com